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ABSTRACT
A method is developed for calculating the change in the mean 
square radius of the nuclear charge distribution due to the addition and 
rearrangement of neutrons,
A single particle model is used and the effect of long range 
correlations is included through BCS theory, particular account being 
taken of the blocking effect of the odd particle on the pairing wavefunctions 
in the case of an odd nucleus*
Most reasonable functional forms (both analytical and numerical) 
that have been suggested for the neutron-proton interaction can be used with 
the model by expressing them as a sum of Yukawa functions* In this work 
isotope shifts for Sn, 3a, Hg and Pb isotopes are calculated with several 
different forces.
Density independent forces give shifts of the wrong sign, but 
it is found that even with a very simple density dependent force shifts of 
the correct sign and magnitude can be predicted. With this force, too, 
odd-even staggering of the shifts is predicted and some measure of 
.agreement with experiment achieved.
Isomer shifts, calculated for Hg, show good agreement with 
experiment.
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'Subtlety’s what you make it, my son, 
more probably the answer's of the 
very essence of simplicity. 1
-  Ellery Queen.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1 - i  Isotope Shifts
For many years now physicists have been carefully studying the 
emission spectra of excited atoms ( I)  both optically and also using X-ray techniques, 
indeed there are probably very few physicists who have not studied, at some 
time or other, the bright yellow sodium doublet or the beautiful hues of the 
line spectrum produced by a mercury arc lamp. The investigations have 
progressed a long way from simply heating a sodium salt in a bunsen flame and 
then dispersing the light with a glass prism; but the fascination remains. The more 
recent experiments in the field have achieved a startling level of accuracy in the 
measurement of the energies and wavelengths of the components of very finely 
split spectral lines. See, for example, references 2 -5 .
A more recent field of interest to spectroscopists arises from the study 
of the emission spectra from muonic atoms. A muonic atom is formed when a 
muon is captured by an atom to replace a missing electron. The muon is usually 
captured into a fairly high energy state and then cascades down through the 
lower levels to its ground state. Each transition results in the emission of a 
high energy photon, hence an X-ray spectrum can be observed for the muonic 
atom. The subject of muonic atoms is extensively reviewed in reference 4 .
When the electronic or muonic spectra of two isotopes of the same 
element are compared it is often possible to measure a very small displacement 
between corresponding lines due solely to the difference in the numbet of 
neutrons in the two nuclei. This is called the isotope shift. The magnitudes of 
such shifts may be comparable to the line width; typical values, in wave number 
units, being in the range 10-500 mk for a difference of one in the neutron number.
Experimentally, isotope shifts are often measured as a splitting of the 
spectral lines observed from an element sample consisting of two or more 
isotopes. It is possible to study very small samples of material and therefore 
radio-active ones. Isotope shift measurements often require a very careful and
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detailed analysis of a complicated and very finely split line spectrum. This is 
particularly the case when the specimen contains an isotope with an odd number 
of neutrons or protons so that hyperfine splitting also occurs. The latter is
understood to be due to the nucleus having a non-zero angular momentum 
which couples to the angular momenta and spin of the electrons. An excellent 
review of the experimental techniques employed in the measurements of isotope 
shifts can be found in reference 6 .
It is now generally accepted that only changes in two properties of 
the nucleus give rise to isotope shifts. These are the mass and the electric 
charge distribution.
The ‘mass effect* in a many electron atom is usually considered to 
be made up of two parts, the approach being first formulated in 1930 by Hughes 
and Eckart (7),
The reference system for the calculation is taken to be the allowed
energy levels for electrons bound to a point nucleus of the correct charge but 
with infinite mass. Following Stacey (6) shifts in the energy of these orbitals 
will be referred to as term shifts, and shifts in the energy or wavelength of the 
lines of the emission spectrum resulting from transition between these orbitals 
will be called line shifts. Clearly, to calculate a line shift, the term shift
for both levels involved in the transition must be known.
Taking finite nuclear mass into account and thereby the motion of
the nucleus (due to the recoil from the total motion of the electrons) the shift 
in term energy is given by: -
thwhere M is the nuclear mass, the momentum of the i electron and the
sum is taken over all the electrons in the atom.
Equation 1.1 can be written as: -
1 2
The first term on the right hand side of equation 1.2 leads to the 
reduced mass correction or normal mass effect (8). The electronic mass m 
being replaced by the reduced mass/A= m^^/(m + M ), the energies arising 
from the coulomb interaction being scaled by .
The second term is called the specific mass effect and only exists 
for atoms with two or more electrons; the analogous effect in muonic atoms does 
not appear as there is only one muon present. This shift is much harder to 
calculate than the normal mass effect and until quite recently (6) it was assumed 
that, because of the 1/M  dependence of the mass effects, it only made a small 
contribution to shifts between isotopes of the medium-heavy elements and 
could be neglected altogether for heavy ones. Corrections for specific mass 
shift when they were made were little more than plausible values estimated using 
semi-empirical arguments. More recent work (25, 26) however suggests that 
specific mass shifts can be quite significant even for heavy isotopes and more 
exact methods (25, 27) have been used to calculate them.
Once the normal mass shift and, if necessary, the specific mass 
shift have been calculated and allowed for in the measured isotope shifts what 
remains relates only to changes in the charge distribution, this is called the 
field or volume effect. The major part of this work is concerned with the 
calculation of these field effects by considering the redistribution of protons 
in a nucleus when one or more neutrons are added.
The essential points in the treatment of the field effects (6, 9, 10)* 
are summarised below, & being used to denote variation with neutron number.
The term shift due to field effects, A p f between isotopes 
with N and N* neutrons respectively (N* >  N ) is given by:-
f i E , - " 1' -  A E ? ' -
a  IT N
AA C- £ being the difference between a particular term energy for an atom 
(Z , N ) with a point nucleus and that for the same atom with a finite charge 
distribution.
*The notation used here differs from that used in the references quoted.
a  e_ f is the corresponding energy difference for the same
term in atom (Z , N ‘).
/  p  h —*
& L  is considered positive if the level of the lighter isotope
lies deeper than that of the heavier isotope, as an increase in size of a nuclear 
charge distribution results in a decrease in the electron binding energy if the 
total charge remains constant.
The term shift for j = £ electron states (only these have a a c; 
which is not negligible*) may also be expressed in the following form :-
where (o) is the value at the centre of the nucleus of the wave function
for the electron state under consideration; the electron density, being practically
constant within the nucleus, has been taken out as a constant factor in the
derivation of 1.4 . a is the Bohr orbit for this state and Z is the atomic o
number of the isotopes.
Equation 1.4 can be considered as a definition of C, the isotope
shift constant. C is an entirely nuclear factor depending on the properties
of isotopes N and N 1; all the electronic contributions to the term shift being
expressed in the other factors on the right hand side of equation 1.4 .
The most rigorous derivation of 1,4 was first suggested by Broch (11)
and Kuhn (10) outlines a pertubation treatment for the special case of a sphere
of uniform charge density, Bodmer (12) was the first to note that C, and hence 
C PO ,  depends on the nuclear charge distribution only through its mean
square radius , to a good approximation this can be written explicitly as:*
C - < t w  Z ' t i X f : )
R = (5/3)^ < t A  is the radius of the‘equivalent uniform
U Adistribution*, and Ct> (Z) describes the variation with Z .
*!n heavy muonic atoms isotope shifts have also been observed in 
and D states.
(5" , where o< = fine structure constant) is very close
to unity for many nuclei,for example in Tin Gf = 0 ,93 , Therefore making this 
approximation: -
c  -  z r :  ( ^ f )
. * . 1, 6 ,
Through equations 1*4 and 1.6 one can interpret isotope shift 
measurements (after corrections for mass effects have been made) as changes 
in the mean square radius of the charge distribution and hence as the rearrangement 
of the protons in the nucleus due to the presence of the extra neutrons in the 
heavier isotope.
While this connection between isotope shifts and the nuclear 
charge distribution has been known for quite some time it is only in the last 
few years that the quantity and accuracy of the experimental data has been such 
as to enable more than a very general investigation of it. However, with 
experimental techniques improving all the time, move detailed theoretical 
investigations are required to keep pace with them, and as our knowledge of 
the charge distributions of nuclei from sources other than isotope shifts has 
also increased considerably it would be nice to be able to construct an overall 
picture of the subject.
When the ground state of a nucleus is excited into an isomeric 
state, interpreted as a rearrangement of the neutrons present; the protons, 
too, will be disturbed. The resulting change in charge distribution may be 
observed in the atomic spectrum as a line shift called the isomer shift. These 
shifts are often of even smaller magnitude than isotope shifts; consequently 
they are even harder to identify experimentally, although some measurements 
of them are available. As with isotope shifts, isomer shifts can be associated 
with a chai»ge in •
1-ii Odd-even Staggering
One important, and possibly rather surprising, result observed 
through the comparison of measurements on three adjacent isotopes of neutron 
number N (even), N + 1, and N + 2 is that the N N + 1 isotope shift is 
less than half the N  N + 2 shift* In nearly all elements studied so far this 
has been found to be the case and for some elements, such as mercury, this 
kxld-even staggering1 is quite marked. This effect is interpreted, in the 
way described in section 1- i ,  to mean that the increase in mean square proton 
radius for the N , N + 1 pair is less than half the increase for the N , N + 2 pair*
As early as 1953 Wilets et al (13) and Sodmer (14) suggested that 
the explanation for odd-even staggering may be connected with nuclear 
distortion, Stacey (6) recalls the suggestion that the staggering is most 
pronounced when the last nucleon pair in the N + 2 isotope occupy a different 
and higher angular momentum state than the last odd nucleon in the N *»* 1 
isotope*. This implies that the higher angular momentum states should be 
more effective in producing an increase in < y >  than those of lower j.
Stacey also poses the question as to whether the charge in 
produced by one neutron in a particular state is equal to the additional 
change when the neutron is paired; and then quotes evidence suggesting 
that this is the case, However, calculations using the model to be described 
in chapter 2 do not always give this result. Considering the mercury isotopes 
specifically Stacey notes that staggering tends to increase with N although 
the effect is reduced for odd neutrons with higher angular momenta.
Staggering parameters have been defined for the N + 1 isotope 
by King Kuhn and Stacey (9) and by Reehal and Sorenson (15); they are: -
, • .  1. 8,
*This can happen because the pairing energy is greater for higher angular 
momentum states.
SN + 1 = C(N + 1,N  + 2) - f r - ( N ,  N + 2) 
i C ( N , N + 2 )
and
x f  =, ~
' i  [ « £ w - ]
respectively.
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The staggering parameters quoted later will have been calculated 
using the prescription in equation 1, 8 *
In the next section some of the previous isotope shift calculations 
are reviewed.
1-iii Isotope Shift Calculations
In 1966 Barrett (16) used a perturbation method to calculate both 
isotope and isomer shifts in Mercury, The model considered effects to first 
order in V (the neutron-proton interaction), in which only the monopole 
excitations of the proton core contribute to ^  •
A conventional Gaussian force with one of three density dependent 
form factors was used for V; calculations with a density independent V  
giving shifts of the wrong sign. The model was unable to reproduce any of 
the odd-even staggering observed for mercury isotopes, although it did account 
for some other features of the experimental results.
The Barrett model was used again in 1968 by Laude, Molindri 
and Brown (17) to calculate the Ca^ " ^  and Pb^^~^ shifts. This time 
Mamada-Johnson and Kallio-Kollveit interactions were used with a dependence 
on local density suggested by Bethe. They concluded, as did Barrett, that 
the density dependence of the interaction is of considerable importance in 
obtaining shifts of correct magnitude and sign. Their computed value for 
the lead shift gave better agreement with experiment than that for the 
calcium shift,
A different approach to the theoretical problem of isotope shifts 
was used by Uher and Sorensen (18) in their calculations on a wide range of 
spherical nuclei. In their ‘Pairing plus Quadrupole* model the nuclear 
system is considered as a core plus a few 'valence1 particles which interact 
independently with the core to give the monopole excitations; quadrupole 
excitations being estimated through an 'effective quadrupole charge1.
Pairing wavefunctions* are then calculated from the independent particle 
configuration of the valance particles. Uher and Sorensen used this model 
quite successfully to calculate even-even (2 neutrons added) shifts and 
isomer shifts but they were unable to account for odd-even staggering.
In a later paper (15) Sorensen, this time in collaboration with 
Reehal, made further attempts to predict theoretically the odd-even 
staggering phenomenum. Again the pairing plus quadruple model was used 
and this time qualitative explanation of the effect was achieved by relating
*Pairing, and in particular the 'BCS1 approach to it which was used by 
Uher and Sorensen, is discussed in section 2-i i *
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the change in mean square proton radius to the change in the mean square 
deformation associated with the zero point motion of quadrupole vibrations, 
the latter being greater for even than for odd nuclei. Reehal and Sorensen 
also emphasise ir> this work the need to take full account of the 'blocking1* 
effect of the odd particle in the odd isotope, and for such isotopes with a 
magic plus, or minus, one number of neutrons they use a one particle, or 
one hole, model; the protons being treated as usual in the BCS approximation. 
For nuclei with a magic plus, or minus, one number of protons and for nuclei 
with a magic plus or minus two configuration of either nucleon type a 
similar model was used. Although the Reehal and Sorensen calculation 
predicted odd-even staggering fora large number of nuclides good 
quantative agreement with experiment was only achieved in a few cases; 
in particular their results for the mercury isotopes were disappointing.
Earlier theoretical work on the isotope shift problem includes 
that of Babushkin (19, 20) who derived a formula for the isotope shift 
constant by introducing two empirical parameters relating to the compressibility 
of the nucleus, as well as that of Bunatyan, Mikuiinski and Krainov who, 
in a series of papers (21, 22, 23) calculated isotope shifts and related 
phenomena by a method derived from the Migdal theory for finite Fermi 
systems (24), and which included an interaction that changed sign and 
magnitude at the nuclear boundary. No attempt was made to explain 
odd-even staggering either by Babushkin or the latter group of workers.
Finally, in this section, we note that the approach to the problem 
used by Barrett (16), and Laude, Molinari and Brown (17) as well as in 
this present work arises from the suggestion by Brown, Redi and Vi liars, 
recorded by Tomlinson and Stroke (3), that staggering may be understood 
if it is assumed that the odd particle couples to core excitations as this 
gives a j-dependence similar to that observed.
* Barrett (16) has also stressed the importance of blocking in this context. 
The subject is discussed in section 2 - i i i .
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CHAPTER 2
Formal Development of the Model
2 -i Basic Model
Consider the Schrodinger equation for a proton hound in a nucleus 
(atomic charge Z and atomic mass A), N = A -  Z being evens-
Ip  . . . 2 . 1,
and that fortho last neutron in nucleus (Z , A + 1 ):-
L K - £ t ) p y * ) - o ... 2.2.
Assuming discrete single particle states an approximate Schrodinger 
equation for the neutron-proton system in the A + 1 nucleus can be constructed:
 ^ * * * 2 .3  *
Hp, Hn are the hamiltonions for the proton and neutron respectively, 
Vnp c^escr'^es proton-neutron interaction, E is the energy of the 2-body 
system and the 2-body wavefunction is written as a product. The suffices 
n and p on the vector co-ordinates indicate neutron and proton co-ordinates 
respectively.
Making the further approximation that (p  Ct (t> °  ; multiplying
j  ^  '*> »
on the left by U) and integrating over the neutron co-ordinates gives:-
1-C - E) ^ p )  = -  V pfo t,) <p°(r.) Arn fy to )
*' . . .  2 .4 .
We may relate equation 2 ,4  to the exact problem through Hartree-Foch theory. 
To achieve this we consider the problem in the framework of that theory, 
following Brown (28).
-  n  -
Assuming a static? density independent, nucleon-nucleon 
potential and neglecting exchange terms, we may write the Hartree 
description for the self consistent wavefunctions of the A particle nucleus, 
before the neutron is added, ass-
'N A t )  +  X *  d r ‘ P^, (r) = £'. l | Ml )
j i i j  J ^
. . .  2 .54
where T is the kinetic energy operator and V ( X**X ) *s *wo k°dy 
t
potential. ^  indicates that the sum excludes the term for i = j.
For the A + 1 nucleus we may w rite:-
M4 , (
£
j ‘ l J
+ / V(t', ^Ci) -  £L ^ ( r )
2 6 0 0 9 *’ #Vf
Considering a particular proton in the A particle nucleus moving 
in an average potential V (t  ) due to the other (A -  1) nucleons equation 2 .5  
becomes: -
(r+ v e t)) -  HP <|£or) * £ /
** 2 7
which is equation 2 , 1.
Using n to lahle the particular state of the extra neutron and making 
the approximation equation 2 ,6  becomes:-
j*.
(<+V(r)'vK^CO^MvCiir) = EPffl(.r)
w rv # • * 2 ,8,
which is equation 2 .4  with V identified as V and E as E -  E ° ,  n np p n
An estimate of the validity of putting cj) -= (|) ° , and of the
other approximations involved in writing down equation 2 .4 , may be made
by comparing the results from this model with those of a full Martree-Foch
calculation. This is done in section 4 - i i .
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In the calculation of the single particle states the radial shape of the 
potential V ( X ) is simulated by a Woods- Saxon potential (29) plus a spin-orbit 
term with a coulomb interaction derived from a uniformly charged sphere; 
spherical symmetry being assumed. The latter approximation may be expected 
to hold quite well near closed shells but it should be borne in mind that further 
refinements in the motfeh wiI i probably be needed for nuclei with significant 
deformations.
The 'average1 potential can be written ass-
V w  = Vo hr) 4  •£  +  Yc (V
—| ? • • 2*9 f
where
\ / e( r )  — O  for neutrons, for all r
^ T < R c )  for
( protons
=  Z i  f > < ? C  \- j r  > '  )
Vq is the well depth, R is the well radius, a is the surface 
diffuseness, Rc is the radius of the uniformly charged sphere , Vso is the 
strength parameter of the spin-orbit potential and is the pion mass.
Proton wavefunctions calculated with equation 2 .4  are used to 
calculate ^  and hence <5<£Tp^ for the A + 1 nucleus.
Before continuing the development of the model we note that the 
addition of the odd neutron, through the exclusion principal, blocks a possible 
neutron pair state of the resulting excitation of the neutron configuration* 
There is no similar blocking of proton states as they are of a different nucleon 
type. Therefore we consider the added neutron to rearrange the whole neutron 
configuration which then in turn modifies the proton distribution.
We note here also the difference between this model and that used 
by Barrett (16) and Laude, Molinari and Brown (17). Diagrammatically the 
direct terms of the first order part of the interaction between the additional 
neutron and the resident protons can be represented by figure I-a .
I -  a I -  b
n A
Figure I
« 14 -
The Barrett model includes only those terms of this type that 
have n -  n^  , the angular momentum of equal to that of p and a 
difference of unity between the principal quantum number of p and that 
of p^. However all terms of type 1-a are included in equation 2 ,4 .
Because of the short range nature of the forces used Barrett 
neglects exchange terms (figure l-b ). Higher order terms of the interaction 
may also be identified; those of the type depicted in figure l-c are included 
in our model but where neglected by Barrett. Terms of the type l-d are 
not accounted for in either model.
-  15 -
2 -ii Pairing Correlations
Shell model calculations of independent single particle states 
in a potential well, such as the Wood-Saxon well used in the present 
calculation, or a self-consistent potential derived from a Hartree-Foch 
(30, 31, 32) calculation do not include the whole nuclear interaction; some 
of the two nucleon forces are left out. The shell model is a good approximation 
only if these remnants make a small contribution to the exact calculation.
The theory of pairing correlations (28, 33-41), based on the work 
by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (42) on super-conductivity in metals due 
to correlated pairs of electrons, takes into account the effect of some of 
these remnant forces. If is presumed that the main contribution to the 
latter is due to a relatively strong attractive interaction between conjugate 
pairs of nucleons* (the quantum numbers of the constituents of these differ 
only in the sign of their spin projection quantum number, m). The conjugate 
pairs may then have a correlated motion throughout the nucleus due to their 
quasi-bound state, giving the nucleus a lower total energy than that 
predicted by the independent particle model.
The mathematical formalism used for deriving and dealing wi th 
these quasi-particle states is very well documented in the references mentioned
above; the description by Preston (38), and the extensive treatment by
Pal (40) giving a particularly clear account of the subject.
The main features of the method are summarised below. Quasi* 
particle creation (b.) and annihilation (b.) operators are defined in terms of 
a. and a. the creation and annihilation operators for the single particle 
states. The subscript i defines a particular state with angular momentum 
j and projection m; i refers to the time reversed, or conjugate state 
j, -m .
b. = U. a. -  V. ar
i i i  i i
b, = U. a. -  V. ar  .i i i  i i
*Experimental evidence cited for this includes the fact that the separation 
energy of the last odd nucleon of an odd A nucleus is much smaller than 
that from the next even A nucleus.
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2 . . 2V. is the probability of occupation of the state i .  U*
2 1( = 1 -  V. ) is the probability of nonroccupation of that state*
V. and U. can be determined by first solvingi i
a - = -y , g . < u j v i k k > ^
t  T ’ k  E-k
„  =. y - , £ C i - i ^ A )
: CT * f  /
• *» 2*1 Oj^
for X  and the set and hence ^ ; given n, the particle
number, and the pairing matrix elements < U | v | k k >
are the quasi-particle energies, are single
particle energies and  ^A v }  are the energy gap parameters* A  is the 
chemical potential; it is sometimes rather loosely called the fermi level as it 
defines the energy at which the fermi level would be for the lowest energy 
configuration of pure single particle states.
V . and U. can then be determined from:-i i
U c  *  ^  1 1  +  J
y1- -  J -  f  i -  -  - 2  11 —
The whole calculation can be considerably simplified if a pairing 
force G , defined by:-
-  G = for all i and !c
is introduced.
Although on the face of it this seems a sweeping approximation,
Lane (35) argues that the effects of non-equality of the pairing matrix elements 
are small compared with other sources of error in the model and suggests a 
value for G of about 23/A MeV, where A is the atomic mass of the nucleus 
being considered.
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This is consistent with Kiss!inger and Sorensen (33) and Freed and 
Kisslinger (36) who use a G in the range 22/A to 28/A MeV.
One effect of introducing the pairing force isxto reduce 
to a single parameter / \  . This can be seen from equation 2.10.
Putting -  G « </v,T ( V |k  k }  makes the right hand side of the equation 
independent of i : -
A  = x "  -0 -
Hence:-
I
-  (a  <  L
jl'
4 -  *  K e i - x f - d
2 12 • • • !*• •
A pairing force of 23/A MeV was used in the work described here.
Because of the degeneracy of the single particle states in each 
j-level the M  '  ( U 4  '  W i i  and ^ ars constant for
all i associated with a particular j and will consequently be referred to 
by use of the suffix j from now on.
2—iii Blocking and the Projection of the Particle conserving 
Parts of the Pairing Wavefunctions
For n equal to an odd number of particles the pairing calculation 
must take into account the 'blocking effect' (43, 44) of the unpaired particle, 
which results in one less quasi-particle state available for occupation. To 
allow for this a conjugate pair state associated with the spin of the odd particle 
(determined from the experimentally observed ground state spin of the nucleus)* 
is excluded from the set of allowed states for the quasi-particles; the pairing 
calculation is then performed with n -  1 particles, the extra one being 
reintroduced, with its appropriate j quantum number, at the end.
When the ond hQve ^een calculated the resulting
occupation numbers of the single particle levels should not be used directly 
for particle conserving calculations (45) such as those for isotope and isomer 
shifts. This is because the nuclear ground state constructed from them is not 
an eigenfunction of the particle number operator; the ground state being a 
superposition of states with different numbers of particles, the average number 
of particles being n. In terms of and H i , the ground
state wavefunction for a nucleus of even n is given by:-
|o > , = Y ( a ^ v i Q- tQr ) i ° > . . .  2 .13,
where |0)> is the vacuum state for the <*nd J *
Also, for an odd n nucleus with one more particle (in state |k^ ) 
than in equation 2.13, the ground state is given by:-
| 0 >o =  ( u k <  - y Ka K ) | o > £ . . .  2.14.
So only the particle conserving terms in equations 2,13 and 2.14 are used, 
They are 'projected out1, the projected wavefunction (33, 36) being written
*The total nuclear energy associated with this state, rather than any other, 
being blocked should be a minimum. This was checked at the computational 
s t i je  of the work.
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in the following form:-
£ « < U £ C  >
1  1C1
and
for odd n •
£ . a t . u , \ i : *  r >
{ £ ]
For n even is the set of configurations such that 
n t + + . . .  = n , for nt particles in the j, state, nx in the state
and so on. |  ^ 1 ^  is the wavefunction corresponding to c.
For n odd *s a similar set with n * + n + . . . . • + p = n.
p is odd and is the number of particles in the state j .  In both cases the 
j p  (1= 1, 2 , 3 . . .  ) are even.
The anc5 { C id }  can be calculated from:-
x(aoiT2
. . .  2 .1 5a,
and
| a . ,  J *  -  _ ! _____ ’T T U r ' - ^ ^ W
1 c - ! M |  ' r i a ^ v  "  J"
, 2 ;-p w f - i / .  < ^ (p ‘0
- a
Hence the occupation numbers for the  ^ can be calculated*.
*An alternative method for projecting out the particle conserving parts of the 
wavefunction is described in reference 46; the 8.C .S . equations being derived 
in a way that does not introduce fluctuation in the number of particles.
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The change in occupation number, between two isotopes, of the 
j-states in the partially filled nuclear shell is just the difference in the 
occupation numbers of the j*s in the two cases. To incorporate pairing therefore, 
equation 2 .4  becomes:-
/  ^
l~ j ( x ^ V , e ( r d $ ,
2.16,
where is the change in occupation number of the j. -  neutron state in
the partially filled shell due to the addition of one or more neutrons* The 
summation is taken over all the j-states in that shell. ( j^  is the
wavefunction for the neutron state j. *'i
Before continuing with the formal derivation of the model the 
major weakness of the pairing force theory, as pointed out by Lane (35) 
should be noted. This concerns the neglect of the neutron-proton pairing.
The pairing formalism as outlined above is applied to the proton and neutron 
configurations separately and no account is taken in it of the neutron-proton 
interaction, which is as strong as that between like nucleons. The effect 
is said to be reduced by the small overlap between proton and neutron 
orbitals but Lane argues that it could still be significant. However, no attempt 
has been made to estimate, or include, the effect in the present work; perhaps 
the point should be examined further in any later calculation that may be made.
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2 -iv  Zero Range n-p Force
The next* step in the problem is to consider the functional
form of Vnp t  the simplest choice being a zero range force of finite 
strength : -
2 17 6 • • *■#*'/
where O  signifies the Dirac delta function.
While this force is not very meaningful physically it is 
still quite useful, and calculations were made with it to test both the
model and the computer program against a previous calculation, with 
the Barrett model, that used a short range Guassian force.
Before introducing this force into the model we should first 
consider the angular dependence of the term:-
from the RHS of equation 2 ,4 .
To do this v/e write out the term in the following way, using
spherical harmonics (47) to describe
str­
and dependence:-
Now, because of the spherical symmetry of equation 2 ,2 ,
into a radial part, K  i (T /  / Qnd an angular part described by
t i .
we can separate the neutron wavefunction, ignoring spin for the moment,
single spherical harmonic: -
the subscripts has been introduced to denote the neutron; subscript 1 
will be used for the proton.
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If we include only the L = 0 term of the expression 2.18  
(the first order contribution (16)) in the RHS of equation 2 .4 , we may 
write down the proton wavefunction in a similar w ay:-
ip (r) = R^V) YJiQ'tp)
' p ‘ . . . 2 . 1 9 b .
Subsequently, references to in this work will be concerned 
only with the = ^ term* As a result of making this approximation; however,
those terms (of second order and aboVe) which would mix in additional 
proton states of different angular momentum are not included. An estimate 
of the contribution that would have come from including these terms is 
given in section 2 -v .
The wavefunctions and also contain a spin
component which is coupled to I to give a definite j, and gives rise to the 
spin-orbit term in the average potential (equation 2 .9 ).
When this is included explicitly is given by:-
(p)
Vrtc
s -  i  is the spin quantum number with projection rr^. is the projection 
of I and^C Is the spinor associated with m .t S
For calculations with a containing a CT, , <5^ or 
similar 'spin term1 the spin part of the wavefunction may well be important. 
However, a spin dependent has not been used here and is
not included in the formalism.
Using the extreme independent particle model (no pairing correlations) 
with the force defined in equation 2 .17 , and with one extra neutron, equation 
2.16 (2.4) becomes:-
. . .  2.20.
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We may then substitute equations 2,19 info 2.20:
w+ VM -LJ K
Z** *
6 0 .,  \ /  v v .m /* \  / <*>. . ^ ( 0
1 5  + £ > + ^  ~ < t )
= -V* (£,>>)
2 21 • •• ^ * »
-A
operates on ^  1 ( Q  (p )  to give t ,  ( t .+ 0 -K  .
Multiplying both sides of equation 2,21 by ^ " ' ‘*£<5, (p ^  sin 0  c t & ^ ( p  
and integrating over &  and gives:-
( +  VW - Ef) R' %
2yy\
<*) , .  \ a  <?>
where
2 22
'„Qd0cl.(p
£ ( - ' )  < L 0 | l ( l / rnl -w .l>
u  ifrr (;Z Z .+ l) 1
X <<LO|l, (,0 O )<  1 ,01 u lj,  mi -m ^ L O j^ U O O )
O ^ L ^ 9 . i ,  a r U l .
whichever is the smaller
2 99» 9 • #*»W ^
- 2 4
Equation 2,23 is derived in the following way (47, 4 8 ):-
>;*>cr*c * (-* r  y; ^  rc
*  £ L ( ~ 0  * 0 ^ 1  M i  n'> ^ k o i  i t U o o y
x <.r I U ^ 1 ^ 00')
x Ukti> y f a f ) ) £ < . e . < p )
(4 - Tft2v+l))J-
3 -j selection rules require m t + (-m ,) = q and + (-m^) = s
, # . q = s = 0
i
4 ♦
m * ...............
V v x:t
K ,*
X <rol L-Jl Ut^oo)? (^VQCiM-Q c
4 -rr ( z k + i f ' f a - n ) 2-
= C in equation 2 ,23 with L = k = r,
Substituting — T  R  ^ (" 0  into equation 2,22 gives,
after multiplying through by -  2 *  : -
- 2 5  -
=  % c v * (
n  1
cJU.
. . .  2 .24 .
o M
poefc**
2 25#  •  t  ^  * * * ^ /
can now be calculated (for the A + 1 nucleus) if the unperturbed radial
/  {^ ) \
wavefunction for the state of the extra neutron ( (s ^  J is evaluated 
and used in equation 2,24 to calculate anc! hence g i n for
each proton in that nucleus.
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2-v The Yukawa n-p Force
The next functional form considered for V  is that of thenp
single Yukawa (49, 50) force, This is rather more realistic than the zero 
range force of section 2-vi as it is consistent for large separations; 
i ,e .  low energy interactions, with current theories which regard the 
nuclear interaction as arising from the exchange of mesons: Most two 
body forces currently used by nuclear theorists have an OPEF (one pion 
exchange potential) ta il.
The Yukawa potential form for V is given b y:-
2 .26 ,
A is the strength parameter and a< the range parameter. Two examples 
of single Yukawa forces are graphed in figure II; they have the same 
volume integral but different range parameters.
Substitution of equation 2 .26 into 2.16 gives:-
OVtf)- £f) tyfo) (Te) \k(Tp)
2 27 *«* 4 • ,
where
r  K
f-fo.) •= A »■> (n) dr,
^ J ^ - r r U „ - r P \ v\ "
. . .  2 .2 8 .
We must first solve equation 2.28 for the F. and then equation 
2.27 for . To facilitate the former we operate on both sides of
equation 2 .28 by ^ : -
2 29• • • « *  A
(MeV)
400
Single Yukawa Forces
2.0
1068.8 MeV fm
1.25 fmot
6680.8 MeV fm
0.5  fm
Figure II
We have used the identity: -
< y -  $ )  -- 4 i r  S e x )
and have dropped the subscripts and superscripts to simplify the formalism, 
these will be reintroduced later when needed.
Putting f*" (T )  ~  P - ( t )  y  • • •  2 ,30,
l
equation 2 ,29 becomes:-
(v -i* .)£ 4 tH  T  t 8 '  f )  A ( z p j y ^ c e ? )  Y^C©,^)
t  VYl
Multiplying by y ;  W )  sin ©  ancj
integrating over the angular co-ordinates gives:-
T - -  '  10
r  *
- a  ( f i p f  y~(©^ <pj y v r < 0-^)
' *  u „ 6  ( i S  ..'«5
-  f t ( R ? » ) 1 ( - . ) ■ * W  2 U i i
( ^ r r ( 2 t V i ) )
X I2 km, -m,> < L'0 l LLOO)
hence
( i '4 >  ' ' f  ~ ^  ( ^ + . 0  __ JU- ( r )
\ T  dLrx  ~ r p T  )  U 'r
=  ( - l ) ^ ( ] ( R l % T 2 k Z i  < l o | k t a « * W >
( 4 i r  (U '+ O ) /
X < t'ol liLiOO)?
• • • 2 ,31 ,
Let =  r T C ^
• •■ ( £ . -  ^  -  i O  f > >
-  C ~ 0  - 2 ! ± j l L  <( iot Li i-i
X < IOl  L i U O o )  A t  ( ) ^  <■*■))
. . .  2 .3 2 .
We note that F.(r) (equation 2,28) is now given b y :-
fc (r) *  £ .  f  (r) 7  [&><p),0^. t
L  . . . 2 , 3 3 .
We now reduce equation 2 .27  to a radial equation for the proton. 
Here again we shall make the approximation of considering only the L = 0 
term of expression 2.18 so that spherical symmetry of the proton wavefunctions 
is assumed, A more general method to include higher orders of the interaction
would be to expand the proton wavefunctions In the following w ay:-
f  (r) -  £L y j ‘ V )
This would lead to a set of coupled equations for /Atjrn*
the various constants and angular contributions being collected together 
in C . I”! , represents the radial part of the Hamiltonian. This set 
of equations could be solved numerically by using the matrix extension of 
the method described in appendix A ,
An estimate of the effect of our spherical approximation can 
be made by making a spherical wave expansion of the Yukawa force (60):
■ 4^ £ ^ ( ^  »>) rc
< s i
where J^(p) and \ \  (yoj are the spherical Bessel and Hankel (1st kind)
functions respectively, as defined in reference (48).
By calculating and comparing typical matrix elements for the 
1= 0 and higher order terms it was found that the higher order contributions 
were very small.
So, substituting equation 2.33 in 2 .27 we get: -
/p's
(H
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We then multiply by X ,  ( ©  i y )  sin Q d.Bd(p and 
integrate over ©  and
■ i T  ^  ^  +  v «  -  £ p l
0
^ (0  « fp )  .
X K  LO| l\ li o o ^  [^(r) K  ^
" V /  .-j ( ? )  <Q
Substitute j C X v  ” i~ K ,  (’T) and multiply through by ~~ ^  (
••I t. tv5'
t x -  -  ^  ' ^ V w  +  %
x  4 - i r t O■K
2 34• t • ** • V* •
We now consider the range of the summation over Lin 
equation 2 .3 4 .
Applying 3j selection rules gives the triangular inequality:
o  <£ < L <  2 .1 )
Also, because of the relationship:-
^  i \0 \  ~ ® o^r ^  + ^  + ^  = 0^  number (48),
L must be even.
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If L , /  L i  however, ( j ) ,  for Lin the range 
2 . t » >  l > Z k  / will be zero (equation 2.33) and the contribution 
of these partial waves to the RHS of equation 2,34 will also be zero. 
Therefore, the contributing terms in the sum over Lare 
1 = 0 , 2, 4 , 6 2L^ or 21^, whichever is the smaller.
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2-vi Other n-p Forces
In principal any functional form for the n-p force, either
analytical or numerical, which can, to a good approximation, be expressed
as a sum of Yukawa terms/ i , e , : -
v„P
K Zf r r  !*fk ~ Tf> I
• *« 2^35,
can be handled by a natural extension of the method described in section 2 -v .
When the force defined in 2 .35 is included the RHS of equation 
2.34 becomes a sum of similar terms each one corresponding to a particular
Yukawa term, and associated with each of these will be a set of equations
I
of the type 2,32 for the J  .
As an example figure III shows a five Yukawa fit to the 
Negele (51) n-p force for fermi-momentum (52) K p  ~ Shifts
have not been computed with this particular Yukawa sum although a pseudo- 
Negele force including density dependence* has been used.
The first force of the type 2.35 that was tried consisted of 
two Yukawa terms chosen to give a hard core to the nuclear interaction, 
making the potential repulsive for small separations.
The major experimental evidence that suggests that a short range 
repulsive component should be included when the nuclear interaction is being 
described by a static potential**, comes from the phase shift analysis (53) 
of free nucleon-nucleon scattering. At high energies ( ^  200 MeV) when the 
nucleons would be expected to come close together the 1 S shift becomes 
negative indicating that the interaction in this channel has become 
effectively repulsive; whereas at lower energies (hence larger separations) 
positive shifts are measured indicating an attractive force. These results
*see section 2 -v ii.
**The change in sign of the *S phase shift may also be accounted for 
if the nuclear interaction is assumed to be velocity dependent.
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can be accounted for if a very strong repulsive potential (or ?hard 
core1) of radius 0 .4  to 0 ,5  fm is introduced into the 2 body nuclear 
interaction.
It would be a sweeping assumption to suggest that a 
potential that gives a good description of the interaction between two 
free nucleons would be applicable in the very different situation arising 
from the interaction of two nucleons in the presence of many others 
inside a nucleus, the case we are concerned with here. However, one 
would expect to find similarities between the two situations and some type 
of strong short range repulsion between nucleons is needed to stop the 
nucleus collapsing in upon itself. Therefore several Yukawa hard core 
forces were tried, two of which are shown in figure IV .
The effect of the repulsive term ( ) was found to
be negligibly small in the cases with the core radius c £  0.45 fm. This 
was taken to mean* that the model is not sensitive to the details of the 
potential for \ —Ip  I ^  0 .5  fm.
We shall return to n-p forces of the Yukawa sum type in 
the next section, which is concerned with density dependent interactions.
*See section 4 - iii
-  36 -
(MeV) 
200 .
Two Yukawa (Hard Core) Forces
A  /4 -ttr -t- 6  e*pY(r)
-  1248.8 MeV fm 
50,000 MeV fm
oC= 1.25 fm 
(5 = 0.075 fm
-  2500.0 MeV fm ot = 1.00 fm
102,46? MeV fm fl = 0 .0?0 fm
3.0
Figure IV
-200
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2-vii Density Dependent Nuclear Interactions
The problem of two nucleons interacting in the presence of 
other nucleons both in nuclear matter (52) and finite nuclei (51) has been 
one of considerable interest for some time. A common approach being to 
derive an effective force (28) which is dependent on the nuclear density 
at the centre of mass of the two nucleon system. In a spherical finite 
nucleus this means that the interaction is a function of 
as well as IT ^ -X v l
The Migdai force used by Barrett (16) is of this type and 
consists ov a Gaussian interaction modified by a density function:-
(r„,teb /f> )
. . .  2 .3 6 .
The density function, F^ , is given b y :-
j^ C r )  = ^  +  «xp ( A - K M O f
. . .  2 .37 ,
where R and a are the Wood-Saxon well radius and diffusness respectively. 
F ^ { r )  is shown in figure V .
T
Figure V .
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To introduce density dependence into the present work the
density form factor is assumed separable in the Th and X  p
co-ordinates; V  being given b y :- np
V t , i f )  ’  1 > , W T i W V ( i r , - t , i )
Equation 2.16 may then be written as follows:-
(Hpfcff)- Cp) ^  (t>)
' ^  t
= -£. IT j icxSVot-rT) i(n) I)(r;
When V ( lX *~ T H ) is expressed as a sum of Yukawa 
terms equation 2.34 becomes:-
( . £ .  -  l- 4 r  -  ^  V «  +  2 a  l t )
=- % .  A M  f  lL , u " '  S >
. . .  2 .38 ,
and equation 2.32 is modified to :-
* (- 0 <U3|UU™» -«.><to I kU<*>>
x  A k T ? w t  ( R l} r ' i ) ' 1'
. . . 2 . 3 9
An approximate Migdal density dependence may be 
constructed by putting: -
I>(r) -
and
Dz Cr) =
| f s t r t l
In which case:-
for T *  ^  r P
For larger separations of the nucleons p ) the
deviation from the Migdal form is damped by the short range nature of the 
\ r p I  ~  dependent factor in the interaction*
The density dependence defined in equations 2 .40 was used 
in conjunction with a single Yukawa force with the same volume integral 
as, and of comparable range to, the Barrett Gaussian*
. . . 2 * 4 0
-  40 -
A mors recent effective nuclear force has been 
developed and used by Negele (51) to do calculations on the 
structure of finite nuclei.
The Negele force is split into three parts; the short 
range force, the long range direct force and the long range exchange 
force. There is also a distinction between the force for like nucleons 
and that for unlike nucleons.
Each component of the total force is of the functional
form:-
,oc
Y
V o and V x are numerical functions. Figure VI shows a plot of 
V o  ond V^ for unlike direct forces with a two Yukawa fit to each. 
We note that:-
V 0 (r) = V ,  (r) = 0 for r ^  0 .7  fm.
The density dependence of the force is expressed through 
K p  the power being 3 for short range components and unity 
otherwise. K ^  is given by:-
K ,  =
The density function yO (r) is taken to be a simple Fermi function:-
/ O O r )  =  / ?
where a* = 0.54
R = (.978 + 0.0206 A®) A , 
and 0  — - —  i  : ....—■ by normalisation.
(MeV) Two Yukawa Fits to Negele V .(r) and V-.(r)
3 .0  (fm)
(MeV)
3 .0
(fm)
Points on Negele Function
The continuous line gives the 2 Yukawa 
function fit to these points using a 
least squares minimisation procedure.
Figure VI
An approximate separable form may be chosen for Kjc 
such that D  ^ and of equation 2.39 and 2.38 are given bys-
D^ (r) = (r) = ( (r))2 . . . 2 . 4 1 .
Hence
Calculations with the fits shown in figure VI proved 
unsuccessful because although the model is not sensitive to the 
details of the force for separations of less than 0.5 fm (see sections
2-vi and 4 - iii)  the form of the function taken for the nuclear 
potential in the range 0 .5  -  0 .7  fm does matter, and the extraneous 
contributions from the Yukawa fit potential in this range proved, 
in this case, to be quite large and the calculation Was abandoned.
However, a pseudo~Negele force with the density 
dependence given by equation 2.41 was developed.
A single Yukawa term with the same volume integral in 
the range (0.45 fm —>■ o o  ) was found for both V o and for V t . In each 
case the range parameter was chosen to give a reasonable fit to the ta il, 
see figure V II .  In addition the short range component of the Negele 
force was approximated by a single Yukawa term. A fit being made 
to the short range force for K p  = 1.36 fm * over the range 
0.3  £  i* <  0 .8  fm, *  -  -T p l
The detailed results of calculations with this and the 
other forces described in this chapter are given in chapter 4 .
Single Yukawa Fits to Negele V^(r) and Vg(r)
The Yukawa volume integral is matched 
in the range (0.45 fm, oC) to that of the
Negele function in each case
(MeV)
3 .0  (fm)
(MeV)
3 .0
Points on Negele functions
The continuous ives the Yukawa function
Figure VII
CHAPTER 3
Computational Methods
In this chapter the techniques used in the computational part of 
the work are described in some detail; the first section presenting the general 
outline of the structure of the complete computer program in the case of a 
density dependent n-p force expressed as a Yukawa sum,
3-i Flow-plan for the Computer Model
The pairing equations (2.10) are first solved for the neutron states 
in the partially filled shell of the nucleus (neutron number N ), using single 
particle energies calculated by solving a set of single particle Schrodinger 
equations. The particle conserving parts of the pairing wavefunctions are then 
projected out (equations 2.15) and the occupation numbsrs for the neutron 
states calculated. The procedure is then repeated for the nucleus (N + A  N ), 
/ \  N being the number of added neutrons, and the change in the occupation 
numbers of the neutron states (the of equation 2,16) calculated.
After the density dependence functions (D , and of equation 
2,40 or 2,41) have been set up the set of equations for the single particle 
proton states (2.38) are solved, each of the latter involving the solution of 
a subset of inhomogeneous second order differential equations (2.39) for each 
Yukawa term. A pairing calculation is then performed on the calculated 
single particle energies of the partially filled proton shell to determine the 
occupation of states in this shell, the mean square proton (charge) radius 
(equation 2.25) for the nucleus (N + A N )  is then evaluated.
The mean square charge radius of the unperturbed nucleus (N ) 
may be calculated using the computer program with A  N and hence the 
{FJ} equal to zero.
The subroutine used to solve the pairing equations was a slightly 
modified version of a program written by Struble and the particle conserving 
projection subroutine was written by Barrett.
3—ii Solution of the Single Particle Schrodinger Equations
The numerical solution by computer of the Schrodinger equations 
arising from the model was achieved using an iterative method of solution 
suggested by Buck (54) which may be extended to deal with coupled systems 
of equations. The procedure for the case in point, single uncoupled ' 
equations, is given in outline below, and in full, together with its derivation, 
in appendix A .
In order to find u(x), the exact solution we are seeking, given by: -
A
  + V(x) -  E
Idx*-
u(x) = 0
• •» 3 ,1 ,
an approximate solution a(x) is found by solving (assuming a value for E1) 
the equation: -
+ V(x) -  E1 
dx1.
a(x) = 0
^ 9•  *  #  v  f
in two parts by numerical integration* outwards from the origin, and inwards 
from large x . The mismatch of these two components of a(x) at an intermediate 
value of x gives an estimate of: -
A ’ = E -  E1.
A new approximation of E is then calculated:-
Ei + I  = E! + & ! . . .  3 .3 ,
which is then used to solve equation 3.2 again. The iterations continue in
this way until E is known to the required accuracy.
This procedure was found to converge very rapidly, three or four
5iterations being sufficient to determine E to within 1 part in 10 , and was 
therefore very economical regarding machine time.
Once written the code was checked by comparing wavefunctions 
and energies produced by it with values given by another bound state 
program (59); the results agreed.
*The method of numerical integration used in the computer program Is described 
in appendix B.
3—iii Solution of the Inhomogeneous Second Order 
Differential Equations
d
Equation 2 .39 is of the form: -
Id + D 1 y(x) 88 G(x)
dx* ■ x *  C< I . . . 3 . 4 .
We may write the general solution to equation 3.4 as:-
y(x) = Ayt (x) + By  ^(x) + yQ(x) . . ;  3 .5 ,
where A and B are arbitrary constants.
y  ^ and y^ , the complementary functions obeying the boundary conditions 
y ^  o as x o
and
oo  as x oo
y — gq as x o 
%
o as x 4  00 ,
are independent solutions of the associated homogeneous equation: -
_ 1(1
dx3, x
l i >  _ I _ ]  y.
X1  o C j  1
(x) = 0, i = 1 or
. . .  3 ,6 .
y and y are sketched in figure IX , 
\
Figure IX ,
We now consider the physical restriction imposed on y (essentially 
equation 2,39) by the case we are considering.
Putting Tp  = 0 in equation 2.28 gives:
£(°) * ftU V t,) C~x)
L J m  /  h
(k i)which is finite. Therefore '  (o) and hence y(o) must also be finite.
As the separation of the interacting nucleons increases, the strength 
of their interaction and hence the magnitude of F. decreases. Therefore 
y(x) must tend towards zero as x fends towards infinity.
To satisfy these two conditions imposed up?n y(x) we put A = 3 = 0 
in equation 3 .5 . The required solution is then given b y :-
y(x) = yQW *
Two methods for finding YQM  were devised and coded. Test runs 
were made on typical equations and showed good agreement between the two 
methods, which are described below. It was found that the computer program 
based on method one broke down for Yukawa functions with very small range 
and very large strength parameters. The code based on method two could 
cope with extreme parameters but took more time to run on the computer, 
and was slightly less accurate in determining YqM  for relatively large values 
of x; this loss of accuracy, however, did not significantly affect the results.
Method One
Firstly, equation 3 .6  is solved for both y x (x) and y ^ M * This 
may be done numerically by integrating the equation outwards from the origin 
to determine y s and inwards from large x for y^ .
Two solutions of equation 3.4 are then computed: -
Let the solution found by numerical integration outwards from the 
origin be y^ M , and that found by numerical integration inwards be y^W .
V, "
y
0
Figure X .
yQ and y^ are sketched in figure X, and may be expressed in
terms of y , y and y^  : -  7o * 3k
ya(x) = y0M + G » y^  M #
ybW  ~ yQ(x) + c x ' / a M /  fo r0,1 x * ### 3
yQ is assumed to be independent of y x  because: -  
yQ(x) 0,
and y (x )^ O O  ; as x ^  0 .
In a similar way y^ is assumed to be independent of y t because of their 
behaviour at large x;
yb(x) 0,
and y  ^ (x) CO , as x oO .
C | and C ^  are unknown constants.
Equations 3 ,7  may be written down for x = x | and x = x ^ (see 
figure X) forming a set of four simultaneous equations (in the four unknowns 
C j  ^C a } y^(x, )  and yo(* a )). Solving these for C t and C x  gives: -
c , = yb<x i \  (X x >+ y ^ y' i  )'/a(x x > -  yQ(x i )yA (xx) -  y,.(x . )yb(x2 )
yx (x . )y, (xi )  -  y, ( * t )yx (x J
and
c  = ya(x i )y, (x i )  + y, (x . )yb(x* )  - y b(x \)y , ( .* x ) -  y, (x >)ya (x A) 
y, (>< l )v 1 (xA) -  y  ^(x , )y, (><z )
.,»  3,8*
The next stage is therefore to compute C , and C ^ from equations 3,8j 
and then using: -
yQ<x) = yaM  - c iy, M  • •• 3 *9/
yQM  = ybM  ~ c * y * (x) . . . 3 . 10,
o r
In practice equation 3 ,9  was used for small x and 3.10 for large x . 
This was to avoid any loss of accuracy which may have resulted from taking 
the difference between two large numbers in the calculation of yQ(x)*
Method Two
Making the substitution y(x) = z(x)e into equation 3 ,4  gives 
the following equation in z : -
+ 2 d_ _ 1(1 +1) 
dx1- *  dx “ x 1 ■
z(x) = G(x)e
. . .  3 ,11 ,
The general solution of equation 3.11 may be written as: -
z(x) 58 A z , (x) + Bz Ax)  + z (x)
-  Ay, (xh~ %  + Sy^(x)e‘  *  + yjxh  ^  . . . 3 . 1 2 .
Therefore if equation 3,11 can be solved for z (x), y (x) can be found.o o
The complementary functions z ,(x) and z^(x) are independent 
solutions of the following equation:-
-  J U  —
z, (x) (sketched in figure XI) may be found numerically by integrating 
equation 3.13 outwards from the origin.
2 A
Figure X I.
Integrating equation 3.11 outwards from the origin gives za(*)/ 
(figure XI) which may be expressed in terms of z^ and z  ^ : -
z (x) = z (x )+  C z  (x) a o \ . . .  3 .14/
where C is a constant.
z q ( x )  is assumed independent of Z jj!*) (= ) because of
the behaviour of the latter near the origin.
We note (figure XI again) that both z and z . become constanta *
for large x .
Now G(x), y (x) and hence z (x) become zero for large x; therefore! o o
z q ( x )  = Cz4 (x) / for large x .
So that, for large x, C is given by: -  
C = za(x)
... 3.15 .
Once C has been computed using equation 3 ,1 5 :-
z (x) = z (x) -  Cz4 (x) o a ’
and y (x) = z (x)e , can be found for all x .
. . .  3 ,16/
Care lias to be taken when calculating the difference between 
two numbers on a computer if the result is likely to be small compared with the 
magnitude of those numbers. This is because any real number held in a machine 
is only accurate to a definite number of significant figures. Therefore the 
result of subtracting one number from another that differs only in, say, the 
seventh significant figure will be known that much less accurately.
This effect would be expected to occur at large x in the calculation 
of zq using equation 3.16, so the computer code was written to test the accuracy 
of z^ and to fit an analytical tail to the function when this accuracy became 
unacceptable,
Now as x ©0 equation 3.11 becomes: -
d*z(x) = 2 dz(x)
d x * "« • dx 
so that z(x) ^  e i
-Therefore e <X was the functional form chosen for this ta il.
All the computer programs were written in FORTRAN IV and 
were run on the ICL 1905F at the University of Surrey. Some additional 
computing was done at the Rutherford High Energy Laboratory I3M 360/195 
installation.
CHAPTER 4
Model Parameters and Results
4-1 The ‘Average* Potential
The parameters chosen for the potential V(r) defined in 
equation 2 ,9  are similar to those used by Uher and Sorensen (18) in their 
calculations of isotope and isomer shifts and are summarised below: -
For all nuclei studied
a “  0.65 fm
Vo — 42.8  MeV, for neutrons
Vso — 2.35 MeV, for neutrons
— 3 .3  MeV, for protons.
The other parameters varied with nucleon number and are given
in table I.
Table I -  Potential Well Parameters
Nucleus Atomic mass 
amu
Vo (Proton) 
MeV
Rc
fm
R
fm
Sn"*- 113.939468 54.0 5,82 6.40
Sn,,fc 115.93897 54.0 5.85 6.44
Sn"? 117.9393 54,0 5.88 6.47
133.95073 54.8 6.14 6.75
135.95 54.8 6.17 6.79
u m  Hg 192.021 56,6 6.92 7.62
Hg 194.024 56.6 6.95 7.64
H g"'1' 196.02735 56.6 6.97 7.67
Hg 'V> 198.029 56.6 6.99 7.69
Hg100 200.03191 56.6 7.02 7.72
H g 'o i- 202.035341 56.6 7.04 7.75
Pb°-°fe 206.038826 56.7 7.09 7.80
4 -ii Zero Range Forces
The zero range force defined in equation 2 ,17  was used, through
equations 2,20 -  2 ,25, to calculate the change in <T?> resulting from
the addition of one neutron to the H g^°° nucleus, using an extreme
independent particle model. The extra neutron was put, in turn, into each
of four single particle states of the partially filled shell. The results were
compared with those of a similar calculation made by Barrett and published
in reference 16, The Barrett calculation used a different model (see sections
l- i i i  and 11—i) and a short range Gaussian* force for the n~p interaction,
Vz, the strength of the zero range force, was chosen to give a
3volume integral of -  1670 /V\eV~fm ; the same as that for the Gaussian
force used by Barrett.
Table II compares the two sets of results; the first column gives
the single particle state of the added neutron, the second gives the
2 2. ob
calculated shifts (in fm ) for Hg using the zero range force, and
the third gives the Barrett values in the same units«i
Exact agreement between the two calculations was not to be 
expected because of the difference in the functional form of the n-p force 
in the two cases. However the similarity between the two sets of numbers 
was taken to be a positive chock on the validity of the new model, and also 
as a check on the computer code written to perform the calculation.
We note that except in the case when the extra neutron goes 
into the *5^ state both calculations predict a decrease in the 'size* 
of the charge distribution when the neutron is added.
A more sophisticated zero range force is the two body effective 
interaction developed by Skyrme (58) which may be written in its simplest 
form ( i.e . averaged over singlet and triplet states) as an even state potential, 
in the following w ay:-
V„f (rni +,) * S (n- rP) [ t o  tit, (K1+k,2) + t, p(ir4 rp
k and k * are the relative wave numbers before and after the interaction, 
is the nuclear density function.
*The functional form of the Gaussian force is given by: -
jTfv) - V*>f
V and p  being strength and range parameters respectively.
Table M -  Comparison of Results with Reference 15
State of 
Added Neutron
< T p > h ^ '  - w.
Zero Range Fores* Gaussion force* 
reference 16,
CO & -  0,109 -0 .1 2 7
3Ph - 0.111 -0 ,131
2 f^ -  0.083 -  0,085
1!% . + 0.030 + 0.025
*Volume integral of both forces ~ r  1670,0 MeV fm •
The parameters suggested by Skyrme are;-
t = -  1072 MeV frn^, t t =461 MeV fm^ and t^  ~ 8027 MeV fm^.
More recently new values for these parameters have been determined (32) 
which fit a large number of properties of closed shell nuclei, as well as 
giving better values for the radii of heavy nuclei.
They are; -
t = -  1057,3 MeV fm^, t, = 235,9 MeV fm** and t- = 14,463,5 Mev fm^ o * 6 '
Using the latter set of parameters a calculation was performed
with the Skyrme force to determine the charge density distribution of Pb*
2.0 &
This was done by adding two neutrons to Pb using a slightly modified 
version of the zero range force method, including pairing.
The charge density, y O  , is given by:-
/ ? < * > *  £
Figure XII shows the resulting (r) for Pb"10^ together
with a full Martree-Fock calculation of the same using the Skyrme force.
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The author wishes ro'thank Hubert Flocard* for providing the latter.
The close similarity between the two density curves is taken 
to justify, a posteriori, the approximation of putting (f) r  cf)
which was introduced in section l l - i .
*of the Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay.
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4 -iii Single Yukawa and Two Yukawa (Hard Core) Foraes
The method described in sections 11—v and ll-v i for dealing 
with n-p forces composed of one or more Yukawa functions was coded for 
the computer and the program tested by running it on single Yukawa forces 
of the same volume integral as the zero range and Gaussian forces of 
section 4 - i i ,  again using the extreme independent particle model. As 
the range of the force was decreased (the volume integral being kept 
constant) the value of the calculated change in approached
that for the zero range force in all four cases considered, i .e .  when the 
neutron is added to one of the following single particle states in the partially 
filled shell of Hg ; 3P^ , 3 P ^ ,  2f-j^ or l i ^  ,
Table III, page 58, gives these results, and the extrapolation 
to zero range for the 3 P ^  case is graphed in figure X III, page 37 ,
The values of the zero range extrapolation for all four states are included 
in the table as are the zero range results of section IV -ii for comparison.
The good agreement between these last two sets of results was interpreted 
as a positive check on the computer code and further, more involved, 
calculations were then made with it.
The introduction of pairing correlations, in the way described in 
sections 2 -ii and 2 - i i i ,  with a single Yukawa force still, for the most part, 
gave isotope shifts of the wrong sign. The addition of a second Yukawa
term as well, to give a hard core to the n-p force, had very little effect 
on these results.
The results of a series of these calculations for the mercury isotopes 
are summarised in table IV, page 60 ; the change in the occupation numbers 
calculated for the single particle neutron states using pairing theory being 
included in the next section (table V II, page 65 ).
The isotope shifts for three forces are given.
Force I is a single Yukawa force with: -  
A = -  1068.8 MeVfm , = 1 .2 5 fm
Force II has two Yukawa terms: -  
A, = -  1068.8 MeVfm , = 1.25fm
A a = 50,000 MeV fm , o<^ = 0.075 fm
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Single Yukawa Force -  Variation of Hg with range parameter oC .
Volume integral of force kept constant 
Neutron added to 3 P ^  State
0.15
0.10
0.05
(fm)0.5
Figure XIII
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Force III has two Yukawa terms and the same volume integral 
as force I : -
A i -  -  1248,8 MeV fm , = 1,25 fm
A ^  = 50,000 MeVfm  , = 0,075 fm.
All three forces are graphed in Figure X IV , page 61 .
Table IV
(m fir?") for Single Yukawa and Two Yukawa Forces
Shift Force 1* Force II* Force III*
Ha " * * + 0.061 + 0.061 + 0.069
H s'*'4' 4' -0 ,0 4 7 -0 .0 4 8 -  0,060
Hgm '7 - -  0.039 -  0.039 -  0,050
Hgm ' <i - 0.022 -  0*022 noo
Hg*00-' + 0.021 + 0.021 + 0.025
Hg*0-1'* -  0.029 -  0.033 -  0.044
*$ee page 58 and above
Comparing the results of force I with those of force II we see 
that only for the Hg shift is there any significant difference, and this
is less than 14%. Forces I and II are similar for separation r ^  0 .5  fm but quite 
different otherwise. We may therefore conclude that the model is not 
sensitive to details of the force outside this range.
Comparing force III with force I we see that although they have 
the same volume integral they differ significantly over quite a wide range 
of r and that this has a significant effect on the calculated shifts. The 
extra Attraction* between the nucleons, due to the deepening of the well for 
r 0 .5  fm, has a much greater effect than the repulsive core and therefore 
the magnitudes of the negative shifts increase. The two isotopes exhibiting 
positive shifts with this model also show an increase in magnitude which,
(MeV)
200
Forces l / l l  and III as defined in section 4 - iii
Li­
en
3 .02.0
Figure X IV
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although not as large as the others, is still significant. To understand 
this we must identify what caused the positive shifts in the first place. 
Looking at the change in the occupation of the single particle neutron 
states (table V II) we see that for these two cases not only is there a large 
increase in the occupation of the li  state which gives a positive shift*, 
but that there is also a large decrease in the 3?^/^ state occupation 
which, with a predominantly attractive force, would also give a positive 
contribution to the shifts. In these two cases therefore the extra Attraction* 
may be expected to increase the isotope shift.
*see section 4 - i i ,
-  63 -
4 -iv  Density Dependent Single Yukawa Forces
The Migdal density function defined and introduced into the 
model in section 2-vii was used together with a single Yukawa force 
with parameters: -
A -  -  1068,8 MeV fm and G*\ = 1.25 fm,
to calculate isotope shifts for a number of isotopes of different nuclei.
In mercury, for which some isomer shifts have also been measured, these 
too were calculated.
The introduction of the density dependence form factor produced 
shifts of the correct sign and odd “even staggering was predicted for several 
of the isotopes in which it has been seen experimentally.
Tables V II and VIIS, pages 65 -  68 f give the calculated 
change in occupation of the single particle states due to the addition of 
one and two neutrons respectively; the pairing calculation being taken 
over five states for Sn and four for 3a, Hg and Pb,
y  N 4 \
The staggering parameter, / defined in equation 1,8
v
has been calculated for each odd isotope investigated and these values 
are given in table V , page 64 , together with the experimental values and 
source references for the samev
Isomer shifts for three mercury isotopes are given in table V I, 
page 64 • Considering the latter first, we see that the calculated values 
fall within the experimental bounds in all three cases and that the change
mu'
in sign of the isomer shift around Hg (noted by Barrett (16)) is also 
predicted.
Encouraged by this agreement with the experiments, though 
bearing in mind the wide error limits quoted for these, we turn with cautious 
optimism to the more demanding test of the model; the isotope shifts.
Recalling that a staggering parameter of less than unity indicates 
that the even-odd shift is less than half of the even-even shift for three 
consecutive isotopes, we see that such staggering has been observed for all 
the isotopes included in table V , and that our model predicts it for the 
Ba, Hg and Pb isotopes but not those of tin.
-  64 -
Table V
Isotope Shift Staggering Parameters 
(Single Yukawa Force with Migdal Density Dependence)
Isotope
SrlW
sA»
Sn
m
) calc 
1.25 
1.22
1.00
K©xpt.
3a 0.19
BaW 0,54
..
ng -7*69
Hg,qb 0.78
Hg1'1’ 0.67
0.34
H g " -1 .37
0.23
Pb* " 7 - 0.10
0.74*
0 .66*
0.76 -  0.08
0.67* 
0.68 -  0.08
•0i75 -0 .8 5  
-0.17 -  0.85  
0.12 -  0.24  
0.96 -  0.26  
0.67 -  0.11 
0.27* 
0.60* 
0.67 -  0.29  
0.79 -  0,07
Reference
57
57
15
57
15
56
56
15
and
references
therein
*Experimental error not given.
Table VI 
Isomer Shift
Shift Calculated Experiment**
Hg, n W -0.009 fm -0,013 i  0.035 fm
HS .* +0.002 fm - 0.002 -  0.010 fm
itn - *«i1
Hg +0.008 fm +0.017 -  0,009 fm
**Experimental values from references 16 and 3.
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Toble V II
Average Change in Occupation of Single Particle States 
caused by adding one neutron
(a) Sn
Single Particle
Nucleon number of 
resultant Isotope
State 115 117 119
+ 0,025 + 0,018 + 0.009
2d% + 0.267 + 0.163 + 0.073
2d34 - 0.150 + 0,051 + 0.276
3S>i + 0.920 + 0.855 + 0.730
l h * - 0,063 -0 .0 8 7 -  0.089
Nuclear Spin i  + 1 +2 1 +2
(h) 3a
Single Particle 
State
Nucleon number of 
resultant Isotope
CO r U
i 137
2d% 0.030 0,026
2 d -1 .8 5 1 -0 .9 6 6
3Si^ 0.063 0.054
l h * 2.758 1.886
Nuclear Spin X X
-  66 -
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Table V III
Average Change in Occupation of Single Particle States 
caused by adding two neutrons
(a) Sn
Single Particle 
State
Nucleon number of 
resultant Isotope
116 118 120
ig % 0,031 0.031 0i009
2 d K 0,674 0.363 0,073
2 d ^ 1,222 1.538 0;276
3 S * 0.073 0,140 1,730
1hjj£ 0,000 -  0.072 -  0.089
Single Particle 
State
Nucleon number of 
resultant Isotope
136 138
2d§ i 0.019 0.026
2d ^ 0.026 0.034
3$j£ 0.040 0.054
" A 1.914 1.886
-  68 -
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Further investigation of the Sn isotopes, using an extreme single
particle model, revealed that the effect on of adding two neutrons
to a particular state was significantly less than twice the effect of adding
just one neutron to this state; hence 1, The inclusion of pairing
correlations in the calculation tends to cancel this effect but not sufficiently
to make 'j f  ^  1. " ■
The negative experimental'values for in the barium isotopes
mtfams that the addition of one neutron actually causes a decrease in
while an extra pair of neutrons gives an increase. The enormous
experimental error limits on these numbers do however allow for a positive ' t f
in both cases, as is predicted by the calculation; the calculated value being
within these limits for 8a ^  and just outside for 8a ^  . The model predicts
more staggering for Ba'5a than for Ba and this is borne out by experiment*
The calculation on the mercury isotopes gave the ’best* results;
very good agreement with experiment being achieved for Mg , Hg
and Hg1^  (the £“ nuclear spin isotopes) and the Hg^^value does not miss
by much. The experimental limits for Hg allow fora negative staggering
parameter as predicted by the calculation although the magnitude of this
%01
is well out. It is unlikely that the experimental error limits for Hg , 
if known, would encompass the calculated value.
- 7 0 -
4-v The Pseudo-Negele Force
The pseudo-Hegele force, described in section 2 -v ii, was also 
used to calculate isotope shifts, and the results for the tin and mercury 
isotopes are given in table IX , The first column gives the isotope, the 
second gives the change in for one extra neutron, and the third
gives the change for two extra neutrons.
Table IX
Isotope Shifts using the Pseudo-Negele Force
Isotope
X * (fma) (fm2')
Sn1'**- -0 .0 0 4 -0 .0 1 2
Sn"fc -  0.004 -  0,012
Sn"? -  0.005 -  0.008 . .
H g ^ + 0.015 -0 ,0 1 9
Hg'0"* -  0.005 -  0.016
Hg1'^’ -0 .0 0 4 -0 .0 1 7
-  0.002 -0 .0 1 8
Hg*>° + 0.003 -  0.018
Hg** - 0.012 -0 ,0 1 8
We note first that the shifts are all of very small magnitude; 
experimental isotope shifts in mercury, for instance, vary between .02 
and .08 fm for one additional neutron. Also the values given in table IX, 
except for the  ^and ^shifts, are all of the wrong sign. This may 
be the result of the model not taking into account the strong density dependence 
of the short range component of the Negele force. The magnitude of the 
shifts may well be increased too, if this and the exchange component of the 
force are included.
There is one further aspect of the results in table IX which may 
just be worth considering and it concerns the shifts predicted for the tin isotopes.
- 7 1  -
The effect of the odd neutron in this case is markedly less than half the 
effect of an extra pair of neutrons for two of the three tin isotopes.
This would result in a staggering parameter of about 0 .7  (the experimental 
value) but for the wrong sign. This ‘staggering* is the result of the details 
of the force alone as the 3CS calculation for the change in occupation 
of the neutron states is the same here as it was for the density dependent 
Yukawa force of the last section, which did not predict odd-even 
staggering for tin.
4-vi Conclusions
The results presented in the previous sections of this chapter 
corroborate the earlier work of Barrett (16) and Laude, Molinari and 
Brown (17) which showed that the use of a density independent effective 
interaction tends to produce isotope shifts of the wrong sign. Even when 
a hard core of radius 0 .4  fm is included in the interaction a decrease 
in < + Pv >  is still predicted for the addition of one or more neutrons. 
The inclusion of pairing correlations through 3CS theory does not change 
this result either.
The introduction of d density dependent interaction however
can give shifts of the correct sign and magnitude* Indeed the results
using the simple force with Migdal density dependence show that not only
can this be achieved, but that odd-even staggering is also predictable
as long as long range correlations (pairing) and,in particular,the blocking
effect of an odd particle on these, are included. The success with this
force is perhaps surprising considering the simplifications made in the
model for these calculations, in particular the assumption of spherical
symmetry everywhere and the inclusion of only the monopole part of the
interaction. The predictions for the staggering parameters of the Hg and
Ba isotopes agree rather better with experiment than those from the
calculations by Reehal and Sorensen (15). The latter, however, get
U7 11^ )
good agreement for Sn and Sn , which is not reproduced with the 
Migdal-single Yukawa force here. This may be due to either of the two 
simplifications mentioned above; Reehal and Sorensen take some account 
of both deformation and a quadrupole force and state that the latter plays 
an important part in isotope shifts.
However, our basic model does allow for higher order terms of 
the interaction to be included and, in principle anyway, deformation effec 
could also be added; so further work on these aspects of the problem may 
well be profitable. As mentioned in the last section the otherwise 
disappointing results with the pseudo-Negele force do perhaps indicate 
that a better force may give staggering for tin without these refinements to 
the calculation and this, too, could well be tried. Certainly a better 
approximation to the Negele force should be tried.
APPENDIX A
Buck Method for Single Particle Schrodimer Equations
The derivation of the method of solution used here for equations 
of the type 3.1 is given below: -
We wish to find u(x)^the exact solution of
d x*
+ V(x) -  E u(x) = 0
A
•  •  • ' .1 (3*1)
E is unknown*
Let a(x) be an approximate solution to equation A,1 given by:
dA i—  + V(x) -  E1
dx1
a(x) = 0
. . .  A .2 (3.2)
Multiply equation A . l  by a(x) and equation A .2 by u(x) 
and subtract:-
f  — —
= (E -  E*)a(x)u(x)
dx^ - dx2*
Integrating v/ith respect to x from x = a to x = b then gives: -
, x du(x) , v da(x)a(x) u(x)
dx dx = (E -  E ) a(x)u(x)dx
a.
Ow . . .  A ,3
a(x) may be considered to consist of two parts, a«(x) and a (x), which ma)^ x
be evaluated numerically by integration (see Appendix B) outwards from the 
origin and inwards from infinity respectively, if the behaviour of u(x) for 
small and large x is known*, and a value of E* is assumed*
The value of x at which the two parts of a(x) meet will be called x * 
The aim of the iterative procedure will be to match a^(x) and 
a^(x) and their derivatives at x^ by finding E* = E.
m
*For solutions of the radial equation of a particle in a spherical potential
X . M  <N. x^ +h  x ~  o
X M  -  e"kx, x
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Figure V III shows a sketch of a T(x), a (x) and u(x), ^ x
Figure V II I ,
Let u(x) = u* (x) for 0 at x <  x
. *  m
and u(x) = u (x) for x /  xx m ^  .
. Putting a = 0 and S = x^ in equation A .3 gives:-
(E -  E')
, f
rc\
ai(x )ux (x)dx ~ W du> (x) / v aaT z l   -  U£ (x )  I
dx *
d   (x)
Also, putting a = x and b = O? in equation A .3 gives: “
(E -  E‘) a (x)u (x) = x x
, » da (x) . x da (x)a (x) x -  u (x) x x — r—  xdx dx
' »5«
Divide equation A ,4  by a^fx^) and equation A .5 by a^x^ ) 
and then add the two equations.
+ — -!— _ j a (x)u (x)dx 
a (x ) I x xx m
We now assume that u^(x) ~ C j a ^ (x )
and u (x) = C a (x)# x x x
1 da 1 dax a.x dx I  dx
u(x )m
JX rr\
«©
f  A
= (E -  E h C ^ aT^  (x)dx + ^x a J* (x)dx
f
a -(x  )
m Jc a (x ) x ' m J
oO
X
-*
X  m
= (E -  E1) 1
a r X (Xm)■i m -
a^ (x)dx + ^
o
a Z (x ) x m
a *  (x)dx x u(* )m
1 da^ 1 da 
°x  dx dx X
*£&- = A ' s°y-X txtS
’x <x )d x + ( s r nx m
a ** (x)dx x
“£fc\ • •• A t6 »
y y  may be calculated from a , a^ and their derivatives, and
a better approximation to E may be found: -
Ei + 1 = e '+  A 1 - A .7 (3 .3).
i + 1E may then be used to evaluate new functions a -  and a / 3 x
and hence a new energy correction A  , which in turn will give
i + 2E , and so on. The iterations are stopped when the magnitude of the energy 
correction is less than the required accuracy for E,
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APPENDIX 3
Numerical Integration Procedure
A Runge-Kutta predictor-corrector method (55) v/as used for the 
numerical integration performed in the computer programs.
Each case consists of an initial value problem which may be 
defined as:-
y n = f (x ,y ,y ! ),
where y(x ) -  y and y 1 (x ) -  y ^  are known.7 o 7o 7 o 7 o
A prediction for y(x^ + h) is made (h = step length): -
y(x + h) = y. = y + hy* -  y + v ,
7 o 1 o o 7o o
A correction term (k) is then calculated and added in so that;-
y = y + v + k . 
f \ 7o o
y ^  -  y(x^ + 2h) is then predicted; y^ = y^  + hy^ = y^  + v^  and
then corrected with a new k, and so on. One full cycle is given below,
the quantities being evaluated in the order listed:-
k ,  -
k ,  = ih l f(x. + ih , v. + iv . + i k , , v‘ + \
** • I I I I ^
k 3 = ih Xf(x. + ih , y. + iv . + ik ^ , Vi *  )
n
k ^  = ihX f(x. + h, y. + v. + k * , vi +
h^
k = i(k j + kx + k} )
k ' = i ( k ,  + 2k l + 2k^ + k^) 
x. + , = x + h
yj + , - y . + v .  + k 
v. , . = v. + k ' .I +» I
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